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SUMMARr. Today's action proposes that
40 CFR part BB be amended to add
provisions which would authorize the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
to collect fees for certain activities
required of the Agency pursuant to the
Clean Air Act (CAA) (42 U.S.C . 7401 et
seq.), as amended by Public Law 101-
549, the Energy Policy and Conservation
Act (EPCAI (42 U.S.C. 6201 et seq.) . and
the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost
Savings Act (15 U.S.C. 2001 et seq .) . The
authority flu this rulemaking is the
Independent Offices Appropriations Act
(IOAA) (31 U.S.C. 9701), section 217 of
the Clean Air Act . as amended and the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
(OBRA) of 1990, Public law 101-M8.
section 8501 .
The fee program proposed today

would cover EPA's Motor Vehicle and
Engine Compliance Program (MVECP) .
The MVECP includes all compliance and
enforcement activities performed by
EPA which are associated with
certification . fuel economy, Selective
Enforcement Auditing (SEA), and in-use
compliance activities . The proposed fee
would recover those compliance costs
which the government incurs in
providing manufacturers or Independent
Commercial Importers (ICI&) with
certificates of conformity, fuel economy
labels . and Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFE) calculations necessary
to market vehicles in the United States
and to meet requirements otherwise
imposed by statute . This program would
apply to all manufacturers and ICIs of
light-duty vehicles (LDVs). light-duty
trucks (IDTs), heavy-duty vehicles
(HDVs), heavy-duty engines (HDEs).
and motorcycles (MCs) .
When a manufacturer or an ICI

decides to market vehicles or engines in
the United States, EPA must perform
certain activities necessary to ensure
compliance with regulations pertaining
to the MVECP. In doing so, EPA incurs
costs which it is authorized to recover
by the CAA and IOAA. This rulemaking

would enable EPA to recover these costs
through fees.
DATES: Written comments an tbls notice
will be accepted for 30 days following
the hearing, until August Z2 . 1991 . EPA
will conduct a public hearing on this
notice of Proposed Rtdemaking on July
23, 1991, in Ann Arbor, Michigan The
hearing will convene at 10 a.m. and will
adjoum at such time as necessary to
complete the testimony . Further
information on the public hearing can be
found in section VI, Public Participation.
in SUFPIEMENTARYINFORMATON .
ADDRESSES: Written comments should
be submitted (in duplicate if possible)
to: The Air Docket, room M-1500 (LE-
131, Waterside Mall, Attenuate Docket
No . A-91-15. 401 M Street SW..
Washington. DC 20460. The public
hearing will be held in the conference
room of the Environmental Protection
Agency, Motor Vehicle Emission
Laboratory . 2565 Plymouth Road, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48105.

Materials relevant to this proposed
rulemaking are contained in Docket No.
A-91-15. The docket is located at the
above address and may be inspected
from a a.m . until noon and from 1:30 p.nL
until 3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday .
A reasonable fee may be charged by
EPA for copying docket material.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
Daniel L . Harrison. Certification
Division, U.S . Environmental Protection
Agency, 2585 Plymouth Road. Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48105. Telephone (313)
886-4281.
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L Introduction
Section 217 of the CAA. as amended

in 1990. permits the EPA to establish
fees to recover all reasonable costs
associated with (1) new vehicle cr
engine certification under section 206(4)
or part C. 1 (2) new vehicle or enpine
compliance monitoring and testing
under section 206ibj or part C. and f3)
in-use vehicle or engine compliance
monitoring under section 20^(c) or part
C. In addition. the IOAA permits a
government agency to establish fees for
a service or thing of value provided by
the agency to an identifiable recipient .
The OBRA requires EPA to assess and
collect fees for services and activities
carried out pursuant to laws
administered by the EPA .
Today's proposed action would

establish a fee program to recover those
costs incurred by EPA in administering
the MVECP. including manufacturer 2

certification. SEA, certification
compliance audits and investigations .
inverse compliance monitoring. fuel
economy labeling, and CAFE
calculations . This fee program would be
based on all recoverable direct and
indirect costs associated with
administering these activities .
The event which triggers EPA costs is

the certification requests Certification
requests can be divided into three types
corresponding to the three major
divisions of regulated mobile sources :
Light-duty vehicles and trucks (LDVs/
LDTs) : heavy-duty vehicles and engines
(HDVs/HDEs); and motorcycles (MCs) .
Within each certification request type .
aU activities associated with the MVECP
(certification. fuel economy, SEA, and
in-use compliance programs) can be
grouped together. By determining the
costs and events associated with the
MVECP. a fee can be calculated for each
certification request type .

' Part C oftheCAA as amended. pertains to
Clean Fuel Vehicles.

s Manufactimer. as used in this NPRM means all
entities or individuals requesting unification
Including. but not limited to, nrigmal Equipment
Maeufaemesra knit ICIs.

s A mn116eaUon request U defined as a
taarat(aorasfa request for unification evidenced
by Wi alsston of am application for cartiftution
Eegh.aystem Information (S11 data sheet, or ICI
Cai y-Over data sh"L
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For each certification request type.
costs may very within certain activities,
such as confirmatory testing, auditing of
manufacturer's testing and data, SEA,
and in-use compliance monitoring end
testing. However, every certification
request is subject potentially to an equal
amount of compliance review, testing,
and auditing. Further. under the
provisions authorizing manufacturer or
confirmatory testing. EPA decisions an
such testing are to be based on their
merits end are not to be influenced by
the fee program. Therefore, EPA
proposes that a fair and equitable
method of calculating costs is to
determine the average cost to EPA.
including all related activities, of
providing each certification request
type.
The goal of today's regulation is to

make the MVECP self-sustaining to the
extent possible. Those manufacturers
benefiting from the services provided
would bear the government's cost of
administering the program on their
behalf.
D. Background
A . Legal Authority
EPA is authorized under section 217 of

the Clean Air Act, as amended by public
Law 101-649, section 225, to establish
fees for specific services it provides to
vehicle manufacturers. The CAA
provides in pertinent part :

Consistent with section 97M of title
31, United States Code. the
Administrator may promulgate
regulations establishing fees to recover
all reasonable costs to the
Administrator associated with-

(1) New vehicle or engine certification
under section 208(8) or part C,

(2) New vehicle or engine compliance
monitoring and testing under section
20s(b) or part C . and

(3) In-use vehicle or engine
compliance monitoring and testing
under section 207(c) or part C.
OBRA requires EPA to assess and

collect fees for services and activities
carried out pursuant to laws
administered by the EPA. OKRA also
requires that EPA collect in aggregate
fees of not less than $36.600,000 in fiscal
years 1992. 1993, 1984, and 1995. The
proposed MVECP fees would represent
part of the aggregate EPA fees collected
in each of these fiscal years. The Act
further states that section 6501 neither
increases nor diminishes EPA's
authority to promulgate regulations
pursuant to the IOAA.
EPA. as an independent regulatory

agency, is also authorized under the
Independent Offices Appropriation Act
of 1952 to establish fees for other

services and benefits it provides,This
provision, originally designated as 31
U.S.C. 483(x), was codified into law on
September 13, 198Z at 31 U.S.C. 9701.
Thi s provision encourages Federal
regulatory agencies to recover, to the
fullest extent possible. costs provided to
identifiable recipients. The relevant text
states:

It is the sense of Congress that each service
or thing of value provided by on agency ' ' '
to a person ' ' ' is to be self-sustaining to
the extent possible. The head of an agency
may prescribe regulations establishing the
charge for a service or thing of value
provided by the agency. ' ' ' Each charge
shall be fair and based on wets to the
Government the value of the service or thing
to the recipient and other relevant facts .

meet in establishing fees under this Act
In 1974 . the Supreme Court found that
absent a clear Congressional intent a fee
may only be charged for a special
benefit provided to identifiable
beneficiaries measured byits value to
the recipient See National Cable
Television Association v. UnitedStates,
415 U.S. 336 (1974) and FederalPower
Comm'n v . New EnglandPower Co., 415
U.S. 345 (1974) . Congress may
constitutionally authorize agencies to
recover the total cost of administering a
program from those regulated under the
normal delegation standards . Skinner v.
MidAdantic Pipeline Ca, 490 U.S. 212
(1989) . Congress may also authorize fees
to be charged on a basis "reasonable
related" to services and not on the basis
of a special benefit Florida Power&
Light Co. v. UnitedStates. 646 F.2d 765
(D.C. Cir. 1968), cart denied. ID9 S.Ct .
1952 (1969) . The Bureau of theBudget
Circular A-25 (Circular) has

98291

The proper measure of a fee imposed
under the IOAA reflects the value of the
service to the recipient and the cost to
the government In National Cable
Television Assn v. United States. 415
U.S . 336 (1974), the Supreme Court
determined that fees were to be
measured by the value of the service to
the recipient Subsequent court
decisions have held that a fee under the
IOAA may also be based on the costs
incurred by the government in providing
a service, so long in the imposed fee
does not exceed such costs . See Central
& S. Motor TariffAssn v. United States
777 F.2d 7,22 (D.C. Cir. 19s5): Mississippi
Power rr Light Co. v . United States
NuclearRegulatory Comm n, SM F.2d
223 (5th Cir. 1979) ; PublicService Co. v.
Andrus, 433 F.Supp.144 (D. Colo . 1977) ;
and Electronic industries Assit v.
Federal Communications Commit, 554
F.2d 1109 (D.C. Cir.1976) .

Several court decisions have
interpreted the IOAA and set forth the
general standards that agencies must

	

IOAAwhen user fees are being charged
for special benefits . See National Cable
Television Assn v . Federal
Communications Commit. 554 F.2d 1094
(D.C. Cir. 1978); Electronic Industries
Association v. Federal Communications
Contain. S54 F.2d 1109 (D.C . Cir.1976);
and Capital Cities Communications, Inc.
v. Federal Communications Comm it.
564 F.2d 1135 (D.C. CIr.1976) . These
decisions indicate the following factors
are relevant in developing a fee
program:
1 . An agency may Impose a

reasonable charge on recipients for an
amount of work from which the
recipients benefit The fees must be for
specific services to specific persons .
2 The fees may not exceed the cost to

the agency in rendering the service .
3. An agency may recover the full cost

of providing a service to an identifiable
beneficiary regardless of the incidental
public benefits which may flow from the
service .

traditionally provided administrative
guidance for implementation ofthe
IOAA when user fees are being charged
only for special benefits. The Circular
states the general policy that a
"reasonable charge '

	

' should be
made to each identifiable recipient for a
measurable unit or amount of
Government services or property from
which he derives a special benefit ."

Judicial decisions have provided
guidance to federal agencies in
determining which services provide
"special benefits" to a recipient.
Specifically, "special benefits" include
services rendered at the request of a
recipient or services which assist a
person in complying with statutory or
regulatory obligations. National Cable
Television Association v . Federal
Communications Commit. 554 F.2d 1109:
Mississippi Power&Light v . United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commit. t3 o1
F.2d 223 (1979) ; Nevada Power Co. v .
Watt, 711 F.2d 913 (1963) .
"Special benefits" also result from

services which assist manufacturers in
marketing a quality product and gives
them credibility in the marketplace . This
view receives support in the Circular
which states that a special benefit
accrues when a service "provides
business stability or contributes to
public confidence in the business
activity of the beneficiary ." In
recognition of the fact that
manufacturers receive specific benefits
from EPA activities . EPA proposes to
implement fees for certain services it
provides.
Court decisions have provided

guidance on the criteria to be used in
implementing fee schedules under the
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pursuant to the IGJAA to recover special

	

Compliance Program Description
kenefits. also needs to address the

llewing matters set out in Electronic
Industries Assin v. Feder&
Communications Cumm n, 554 F.2d at
1117:

1 . The agency must justify the
assessment of a fee by a clear statement
of the particular ite.-Ace or benefit for
which it seeks reimbursement.
2. The agency must calculate the cost

basis for each fee by:
a . Allocating specific expenses of the

cost basis of the fee to the smallest
practical unit
b . Excluding expenses that serve an

independent public interest: and
c. Providing public explanation of the

specific expenses included in the cost
basis for a particular fee . and an
explanation of the criteria used to
include or exclude a particular item.
3. The fee must be set to return the

cost basis at a rate that reasonably
reflects the cost of the services
performed and valued conferred on the
payor.
As detailed in the following. EPA

believes it has fulfilled all of these aims
in developing this proposal.
EPA believes the fees included in this

proposal are justified based am the tests
for fee recovery relating to special
benefits applicable under IOAA. EPA
also believes that CAA section 217 gives
EPA additional support for imposing
fees for the programs specified in that
section. Section 217 authorizes EPA to
establish fees "(clonsistent" with IOAA
"to recover all reasonable costs to the
Administrator associated" with
certification, recall and SEA testing .
This section establishes Congress'
position that the specified programs
provide the type of benefit and have the
type of costs that are appropriately
recoverable under JOAA. Moreover. by
providing authority to recover "all
reasonable costs ' ' ' associated" with
the programs, Congress has given EPA
authority to impose fees an a basis that
can extend beyond the specific cdtetla
used in interpreting IOAA. See Florida
Power & Light Co. v . (!jilted States. So
F.2d 705 (D.C. C(r.19a8L cent denied 109
S . CL 19521111M. If any commenien
believe that anycae proposed by EPA
for recovery for the programs Weatifed
in CAA WGi:n 217 is not recoverable
under iOAA. the commmton air
requested to ailacura aibether. in Weir
view. the fees twddbe recoverable
under the "aYrsameembie carts
associated" test found in section 217.

priortoobeiing
requires
distributed or offered

s that motor vehi
f
cles

sale in the United States. be covered by
a certificate of conformity, indicating
compliance with the emission standards
set forth in the Act . Each model year.
EPA receives approximately 577
certification requests for LDVsJLDTs
engine-system combinations, 135 for
heavy-duty engine-system combinations .
and 85 for motorcycle engine-system
combinations . EPA processes these
applications and makes a determination
of conformance with the CAA and
related regulations. If the vehicle or
engine satisfies the prescribed emission
standard. EPA issues a certificate of
conformity for the relevant engine-
system combination. "
The certification process includes, but

is not limited to application for
certification review, durability
justification review, emission-date
vehicle approval and processing, and
certification request processing and
computer support Other activities
related to the certification process
include auditing the applicant's testing
and data collection procedures,
laboratory correlation, and EPA
confirmatory testing and compliance
inspections and investigations related to
certification.
EPA further ensures compliance with

the CAA through activities such as
investigations to prevent the sale of
uncertified new vehicles and engines:
ICI review, processing and approval for
final importation of vehicles and
engines : and SEA and in-use compliance
Programs. SEA activities include the
selection and testing of vehicles and
engines o f the assembly line at various
Production plants around the world to
determine omoplisnce with emission
standards. Ia-use compliance activities
ensure that vehicles and engines
cotuinae to meet emission standards
throughout their usefad life.e
Based on the above activities . EPA

detenimes whether a martufactmrer
meets the CAArequirements and should
thereby be permitted to market vehicles
for sale in the United States .
C. fuel Seoaemy Program Description
For LDVs/=a, EPA also administers

the fuel economy program which
inel,rtna several activities. Inch as fuel
economyIsbellrg andCAM These

AsJafindi aeataaata0.a'aftsmeyssnambiaas"-oseaw.ayiaatmAy-a~
emssisa sates VAesoutubmadm

Oafnmma oladdele and atpw UWWn6w
inciedod4owclne 2020W istillscwnamended

activities require EPA to do
confnmatery teatiogof vehicles: review
and audit naatdacturers' vehicle and
engine teat. calcdetioes, and labels:
furnish computer processing and
computer pregrarmnina support and
calculate fuel economy values.

Fuel economy labeling activities
provide fuel economy values and other
labeling information . These labels are
used by automotive manufacturers both
to market their product and meet the
requirements of the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act (EPCA) . 42 U.S.C.
0201 . EPA also oversees CAFE activities
which are used to determine each
manufacturer's compliance with the
corporate average fuel economy
standards specified in EPCA . Annually,
EPA processes approximately 1.250 fuel
economy label requests and 500 CAFE
calculations .
The fuel economy program is

intertwined with the cerification
process of the MVECP fur LDVs and
LDTs . This interrelationship is
demonstrated by the fact that both
programs collect fuel eomomy and
emissions data . Emission-data vehicles
provide both emissions and fuel
economy data . Further, fuel economy-
data vehicles are tested for emissions
and must comply with the emission
standards . Only then can the fuel
economy data be used in the fuel
economy program . Thus . each program
generates data to support the other and
to support decisions on both
certification and fuel economy . This
interrelationship has allowed EPA to
streamline the certification program and
procedures. thereby minimizing costs
directly incurred by the industry as well
as by EPA.

Since EPA costs for fuel economy are
interrelated and closely parallel those of
certification. iris anaeaswry, for fee
purpose. todistinguish between the
efforts expended an fuel economy and
certlficetian . Therefor. EPA costs per
certificate and costsper fuel economy
basic engine a can be combined and a
fee assessed only an a certification
request basis. The proposed fee
eacoawasses the cub from both the
ceff&cadoa and fad economy activities

A tudecawmy 6wfeetrsba 4t unpua
ambiwlbadm~aabes wPa disWaasast.
and often chaaeirlaan specified try t!v
Administrator. m Mars finsan "One-system,
aaldnalwawadIs drimfar
cadifiadoe Purposes in that Na+Aiua-agate
cm bisaasaaseaeelai arraaua orOw
dlaplaugsadbola* airaWssim casual sya~
wWV afastaoasoty bate excise mer include
e ,dmearadasaseaenotayataaimaaolynee
enginedispterd
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associated with the request for
certification
A combined fee for certification and

fuel economy activities can also be
justified by the process which leads to
EPA activities and cost . Certification
requests are made by a manufacturer for
each engine-system combination. The
certification request initiates EPA
activities for both the certification and
fuel economy programs. If a
manufacturer did not request
certification, neither the certification
activities nor the fuel economy activities
would be necessary and EPA would
avoid costs incurred in administering
these program&
Even though there is a combined fee,

the fuel economy portion of the fee
would go to the general fund of the US.
Treasury, while the certification portion
of the fee would go to a special fund as
required by the CAA. These Treasury
funds are described later . under the
section on fee collection.
A Identification ofSpecial Benefits
The CAA expressly authorizes the

collection of fees for specific services,
namely certification. SEA and in-use
compliance monitoring and testing . Even
without this express authority, EPA
could impose fees for the services
specified in the CAA, as well as other
services included in this rule. pursuant
to the IOAA. The IOAA allows agencies
to impose fees for services which
provide "special benefits" to identifiable
recipients. The services provided by
EPA under the MVECP result in "special
benefits" to manufacturers .
By issuing a certificate of conformity,

EPA assists the manufacturers in
carrying out their responsibilities to
comply with statutory and regulatory
requirements which must be met in
order to market vehicles in the U.S. to
addition certification assists
manufacturers by reducing potential
costs which could be incurred due to
recall of noncompliant vehicles.
SEA testing helps provide assurances

to manufacturers. as well as EPA . that
production vehicles and engines actually
meet emission standards. Similarly, the
in-use compliance program provides
manufacturers with Information on the
durability of their products . Both
programs help maintain a 1evel playing
field - by providing strong incenttves for
manufacturers to produce actual
production vehicles and engines that
meet emosioo standards when new an
well as throughout their useful lives.
Fees isr the find economy and CAFE

calculationsand labeling are not
specifically authorised by the C.AA
since these ptagnme an authormed
under alaliAss directly eonceraed with

fuel economy rather than pollution. The
fuel economy and CAPE programs
clearly provide a benefit to the
manufacturers and, as such . fees for
these programsare authorized by IOAA.
The fuel economy labeling program
benefits manufacturers as evidenced by
the use of fuel economy figures in
advertising campaigns to promote sales .
Further. the availability of EPA's
standardized procedure for calculating
these figures provides manufacturers
with an assured and equitable method
for comparing fuel economy values. In
addition. fuel economy and CAFE
calculations enable manufacturers to
comply with the regulatory requirements
of SPCA.
111 . Proposed Fee System
A. Activity Costs Proposedfor Recovery
Through This Rule
EPA proposes to recover through fees

all allowable direct and indirect costs
incurred for the MVECP. The direct
costs associated with the MVECP
involve numerous activities related to
certification, fuel economy . SEA, and in-
use compliance. These activities include
pre-production certification: teAtng:
confirmatory testing; certification
compliance audits and investigations,
laboratory correlation: in-use
monitoring fuel economy selection .
testing, and labeling CAFE calcalatiour.
and fee administration The indirect
costs associated with due MVECP
include costs for facilities and
supporting services.
B. Activity Costa Not Recovered
Through This Rule
EPA conducts numerous activitles

related to ratification and mobile
source air pollution conud, in general
for which it la not proposing to charge a
fee at this time. These activities iseli de:
reg lation development. emission factor
testing, air quality assessment. and
inspection and msiatemoce programs.
Although these activities benefit
manufactures by indimcidy facilitating
the MVECP, EPA Is still examining
whether the costs are sufficiently
..associated" with the programs
specified in CAA section 217, orprovide
a sufficient special benefit, to be
recoverable. EPA Invites comment on
whetherEPA should recover fees ier
any of these activities in the future. and
whether the aeavids an within the fee
authadty provided by CAA section 217.
C. Cost Deserminatiea
To calculate all direct and indisect

costs specifically atitibuted to the fee
categories in this proposed tits. EPA
conducted an in-depth analysis ofthe

resources expended on. the MVECP. This
analysis derails ail direct and indirect
costs incurred by EPA to operate the
MVECP. Using fiscal year 1991 budget
data . EPA calculated costs for activities
which are to be included in or excluded
from the fee program. Budget date from
1991 was used since it is the most
current data available.
Beginning in fiscal year 1992 . pursuant

to the CAA, new initiatives will be
implemented, for example Tier I tailpipe
standards. on-board diagnostics, cold
temperature carbon monoxide (CO)
standards. and certification short test
procedures. These initiatives are
expected to result in increased EPA
services related to the MVECP. This, in
turn, would both increase EPA's costs of
conducting compliance activities and
the fee charged manufacturers . These
increased coats and subsequent changes
in the fee schedule would be addressed
in future ndemakings, as discussed
below in the fee updating section .
The EPA Cost Analysis . "Motor

Vehicle and Engine Compliance Program
Fees Cost Analysis." is available in the
Docket for this rulemaking.
D. Fee Schedule Objectives
To be consistent with the provisions

of the IOAA and the CAA. EPA
designed the proposed fee schedule
following certain objectives :
1, Appropriate
The fee program should be fair.

equitable, and easy to administer. The
fee schedule should be saf£niently
detailed to distribute the costs equitably
across similar certification request types
and should be based on general
groupings within each certificate type.
This would lessen administrative casts
(and fees) to both EPA and iadustty. In
addition. the fee. itself. should reflect
the costs incurred by EPA to perform the
MVECP activities.
2 . Recovers Costs
EPA's goal is to design a fee schedule

which would recover all direct and
indirect wets associated with operating
the MVECP. Cost recovery would also
reasonably reflect EPA efforts and
obligations to review. maintain. and
ensure compliance with the MVECP.
3, Reflects Costs
Three factors could affect the

proposed fee schedule: (1) Changes
within the MVECP. (2) changes in the
numberdcordfieatloa request& and (3)

a (sodad4ta pay arch
adjusnad)astaeat4 An. &base factors change.
the feeaeha tals would b revised. The
method for revising the fee schedule e
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discussed later in the Fee Updating

	

1. It is necessary or desirable to
section. The proposed fee schedule

	

Increase the size or scope of the recall
represents the most current MVECP

	

program beyond that of the applicable
data on EPA activities. costs . and

	

base year. This could occur if he non-
number of certification requests .

	

conformity rate is found to be'
4. Distributes Costs

	

significantly higher than for the testing
conducted during or immediately

The level of EPA review . auditing,

	

preceding the base year. It could also

	

3. Grouping of Activities by Certification
confirmatory testing, and in-use

	

occur when new regulated pollutants or

	

Request Type and Event
compliance testing and motdtorlng may

	

technologies not in place during the base

	

The certification request trtriggers EPAvary within each. certification request

	

year must be evaluated in use.type. However, each request potentially

	

2. Asystematic emission problem,

	

efforts and costs on behalf of
represents an eouivalent amount of

	

_U

	

A 9- .4

	

manufacturer compliance . The proposed
effort to other requests in the same

	

deteriorating emission control system,certification request type and is subject

	

occurs in several classes and the
to the same level of EPA scrutiny.

	

investigation of such occurrences wasTherefore . i t is appropriate to distribute

	

not sufficiently included in EPA testingthese costs across all certification

	

during the base year.requests of a similar type . This approach

	

Forpurposes of determining fundsalso makes administration ofthe fee
program more manageable .
5 . Retains Testing Authority

In keeping with section 217(d) of the
CAA. as amended. nothing in the fees
regulations would restrict the
Administrator's authority to require
testing. The Administrator retains
authority to require testing under all
provisions of the CAA, including
sections 205 and 208.
As section 217(d) makes clear, the fee

program in section 217 does not limit
EPA's authority to require manufacturer
testing as provided in section 206 . In the
case of the in-use testing program
(Recall) and the SEA program, the fees
set under section 217 ere intended to
cover the base program. The base
program includes testing which EPA has
anticipated (at the time fees are set for a
given model year) and which are
covered by the fee charges to
manufacturers for a given model year .

Section 208(s) provides. in part, that
manufacturers shall " " " " perform tests
where such testing is not otherwise
reasonably available under this part and
part C (including fees for testing)."
Testing is considered "reasonably
available" if it is included in the base in-
use testing program which is covered by
fees or if other date are available which
EPA has determined are adequate for
enforcement purposes . Wtien testing is
"not otherwise reasonably available"
under parts A and C of title R. EPA
would have authority to require
manufacturers to test. Thus, testing is
considered "not otherwise reasonably
available" if the Agency determines that
additional testing is necessary beyond
the base program that is not covered by

	

Basically three types ofcertificationfees .

	

requests initiate EPA activities :
Some examples of testing which

	

(a) Light-duty vehicles/light-dutymanufacturers may be asked to perform,

	

trucks (LDV/LD17
that may not be sufficiently included in

	

(b) Heavy-duty engines/heavy-duty
the base year costs used for fee setting,

	

vehicles (HDE/HDV)
are listed below :

	

(c) Motorcycles (MC)

"available" from fees for in-use testing
during a particular fiscal year, an
amount equal to recoverable costs
calculated during the appropriate base
fiscal year (adjusted appropriately for
Inflation) is available during the subject
fiscal year. For example, if 1981 is the
base fiscal year for the 1985 model year
fees, recoverable costs calculated during
the 1991 fiscal year and adjusted for
inflation are considered to be available
for EPA programs during the 1985 fiscal
year.
The parenthetical "(including fees for

testing)" guards against duplicative
payment for testing and assures that a
manufacturer is not required to teat
when that testing was anticipated and
covered by the fee . The time for
determining whether tests are
"reasonably available" under section
208 is the time when the need for testing
to identified and not the time when the
base testing program was established
for setting fees under section 217.
E Fee Schedule Determination
1. Event Which Triggers EPA Costs
The event which triggers EPA costs

related to the MVECP is the certification
request. By seeking certification. a
manufacturer potentially becomes
involved in a number of EPA activities.
including certification, fuel economy.
SEA, and in-use compliance . The
proposed fee structure which is based
on criteria determined at the time of
certification would recover EPA costs
for all the activities associated with the
MVECP.
2. Types of Certification Requests

EPA costs incurred for each of the
above certification request types are
different. However. within each type.
EPA conducts approximately the same
level of activity for each certification
request .

fee schedule would group activities
performed and costs incurred in
responding to each certification request.
Each fee would combine as many
activities and associated coats as
practical under one fee structure . This
method of grouping activities and costs
limits both the cost to EPA and the fee
to industry by keeping administrative
costs to a minimum. Further, the
grouping would not impact EPA's
process for determining and ensuring
compliance in accordance with the CAA
and EPCA.
The EPA cost analysis presents the

total cost to EPA for each certification
request type. The proposed fee for each
certification request type includes all
EPA costs associated with certification,
fuel economy, SEA. and in-use
compliance activities where appropriate .
The LDV(LDT certification request

type may also include an evaporative
emission family certification request .
While a separate fee could be charged
for each unique evaporative emission
family, it is unnecessary to do so. This is
due to the fact that the certification
requests for evaporative emission
families closely parallel requests for
engine-system combinations . The single
fee which is proposed for LDVs and
Lf7fs includes the cost of both
evaporative emission family compliance
and engine-system combination
compliance. The proposed fee for each
unique engine-system combination
includes all combinations of evaporative
emission families.
Conversely. EPA is proposing a

separate fee for HDV evaporative
certification requests . HDV evaporative
certification requests may include HDEs
which were certified previously by a
manufacturer different from the one
requesting HDV evaporative
certification. To ensure that each
manufacturer is responsible for an
appropriate portion of certification
costs . EPA believes It is necessary to
separate the activities for the HDE
certification request from the HDV
evaporative certification request .



I. Divi sion of Costs Within Certification
gequestType

The proposed fee for each
certification request tyre includes all
costs related to that type. Within each
type, not all certification requests result
in the same coats being incurred by
EpA. as shown by the cost analysis .
Specifically, requests for California-only
certificates, heavy-duty vehicle
evaporative certificates. anti unsigned
certificates 7 incur only u portion of the
costs associated with each certification
request type . Therefore, for all
certification request types, the proposed
fee schedule separates the costs for
federal and California-only .
certificates, s and signed and unsigned
certificates . Further, for the heavy-duty
certification request type. the proposed
fee schedule also separates the costs for
heavy-duty vehicle evaporative
certificates .
The EPAcost analysis shows that

within each certification request type
the activities and costs may be divided
tots arse parts: Base level certification.
final level certification. and SEA and in-
use compliance. The base level of
certification activities includes initial
computer processing . initial review of
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It should be noted that in the above
table. the number of certification
requests was used rather than actual
certificates sighed. This was dorms to
equitably distribute EPA costs over each

AY mstpsd a liksta eaul a oent9ream
mquesl which doe.not insists to a swied cwtmfAwof wdamuty because aIs enbarvolmanay
wahdnwmfir due arrufaelrar or donso Males
appewal Iron tie. SPA

a "Gafaala+aly aWaelu" lea odinrau of
conformity bardbEPA which UPdao
ampliana wah only theemlwlos standards
estabUtbediyCaafara i. A "bendowiaeab'is

mantifectarers data. scheduling of
confrmatory testing, and other activities
necessary to initiate the certification
process. The final level of certification
activities Includes all additional
certification activities which result in a
signed certificate. as well as associated
fuel economy activities. SEA includes
activities associated with the conduct of
an audit. as well as subsequent data
storage and analysis . In-use compliance
activities include vehicle procurement,
maintenance. and testing of vehicles . as
well as subsequent data storage and
review. Further included in the cost
study underSEA end in-use compliance
are the related activities associated with
certification investigations end ICI
review .
The cost analysis values for

certification activities have been
divided into base certification and final
certification levels. This division of
costs was obtained by allocating an
certification processing, review, and
scheduling costs to the base level. All
certification testing and fuel economy
costs were assigned to the final level.

All requests ~certification,
regardless of type, receive the base level
certification portion of services . In those
cases where either a certification

a owtificate of anfomity issued byEPAwhich
signifies compliance with minion requirements u
40 CFR es subpart A .

v EPAdeterminedfiat far haavyday cadMC
araficaam misuses nice far ededdeshoddto
bawd sa they year svwye (use-tooldW
number dsquests wbadtled loreach.sPA
beUnas but mss a dine rear neap tarelse,
request types is aewwary due to the loweased

Motonydes:
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ca-011 11, sow

request. Occasionally . a manufacturer
will initiate a certification request. but
not receive a signed certificate . The
failure to receive a certificate may result
from either withdrawal of the request or

request does net receive approval or a
manufactutereiects to withdraw the
certification request prior to receiving a
signed certificate . the proposed fee is for
the base level of certification activities
only . All signed certificates also receive
the final level certification portion of
services . All signed federal certificates
receive base level. final level, and SEA
and in-use compliance services .
As stated above. this division of costs

is also applicable to heavy-duty and
motorcycle certification request types.
Further, HOV evaporative certification
requests include HDEs which were
certified previously. Therefore. to
recover only the incremental costs of the
HDV evaporative certification activities .
from the HDV manufacturer . EPA is
proposing a separate fee for HDV
evaporative certification requests since
this request type generally involves no
associated SEAor in-use compliance
activities and costs.
5. Fee Determination

Using the number of certification
requests 9 and the total cost for each
request type, a fee schedule was
determined for each certification request
type. The proposed fee schedule is as
follows:

1,500,499

$67 .200
4 .200

0

failure to paw the certification process.
Where the certification process is not
completed. EPAproposes to refund the
SEA and in-nee compliance portions of

amberofsuchmeowsaYalea espedeny cur
4afaniiiaWy. For LDva/LDrs, the fee schedule is
bawd only as My7990. flda is do m the fact that
prior m 7994 the enmhar of wah arifiaean
ngiwwas aeteaaady kwee EPA believes that
the amberefw4uWS woaived ill 7990oars
eav'Wy redact,the number of regwms exported
in futon yearn man do the numberofrequasb
raatvedin Yom prix u Ilea
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the fen . In this way. EPA Is assuredthat
the appropriate costs would be both
covered and fairly distributed over

Pose manufacturers requesting
certification regardless ofwhether an
actual certificate is produced .
The allocation of costs for HDVs and

HDEa satisfies the requirement of
section 217(c) of the CAA, as amended.
Section 217(c) provides that " * * In
the case of heavy duty engine and
vehicle manufacturers . such fees shall
not exceed a reasonable amount to
recover an appropriate portion of such
reasonable costs," By separating the
costs for HDVe/HDEs, including heavy-
duty vehicle evaporative certification
requests, from the costs of LDVs/LDTs
and MCs. and determining the fee
schedule accordingly, EFA has met the
requirement of section 217(a) that only
an "appropriate portion" of the
reasonable costs associated with
certification of HDVs/HDEs be
recovered . Thus the fee for HDVs/HDEs
certification recovers only the costs
incurred by EPA to administer HD
compliance activities .
6. Special Cases
Under the proposed fee schedule, two

special cases exist which warrant
additional clarification.

First. in the same model year. fees
ould not be collected for certification
quests made for an engine-system
ombination which is not unique . This
occurs upon receipt of a certification
request which represents a previously
certified engine-system combination of
the same model year with either a new
evaporative emission family or
corrections to a previously submitted
certification request for rimming changes
or averaging. An engine-system
combination which is carried-over to a
new model year or carried-across from
another engine-system combination is
unique and would be subject to a fee.
Second California-only certification

requests would be treated as s unique
engine-system combination As such. a
separate fee would be charged. As noted
above, the California-only fee would be
lower since it does not require EPA to
incur SEA and in-use compliance costs.
F. Fee Collection
1 . Procedure for Paying Fees
Section 217 of the CAA leaves to

EPA's discretion the method through
which fees will be collected EPA's
Initial review ofpossible procr,iures and
policies has been guided by three
principles: (1) The fee collection process
should not have an adverse impact on
PA'smotor vehicle compliance
program : (2) fees should be collected

and deposited m the most cost effective
manner possible: and (3) fees should
impose little additional paperwork
burden on the public. In accordance
with these principles, EPA proposes the
following procedure for payment of fees:
For each certification request.

evidenced by an Engine System
Information Form (ESI) or certification
application, manufacturers would
submit a MVECP Fee Filing Form (filing
form) and the appropriate fee in the
form of a corporate check, money order.
bank draft, or certified check payable in
U.S. dollars, to the order ofthe U.S .
Environmental Protection Agency. The
filing form end accompanying fee would
be sent to the address designated on the
filing form. EPA would not be
responsible for fees received in other
then the designated location. The ESI or
certification application would still be
submitted to the Motor Vehicle Emission
Laboratory in Ann Arbor, Michigan
To ensure proper identification and

handling, the check end accompanying
filing form would indicate the
manufacturer's corporate name, the EPA
standardized engine family name. and
the engine system number that identifies
unique engine-system combinations .
Further, to expedite the payment
procedure. the ES1 or certification
application would contain aplace for
each manufacturer to indicate when the
filing form and fee were submitted and
the amount paid.

This proposal requires that the full fee
accompany the filing form. Partial
payments or installment payments
would not be permitted If a filing farm
were submitted with an insufficient
remittance, the applicant would be
notified and given the opportunity to
either submit the difference or withdraw
the application and receive a refund of
the amount paid Processing of an ESI or
application would not proceed until the
Certification Division of EPA received
notification from EPA Headquarters
Accounting Operations Branch that full
payment had been made.
EPA believes that allowing an

application to enter EPA's processing
system prior to payment of the full fee
would result in additional
administrative costs to the government.
delay Treasury's receipt of funds, and.
ultimately, decrease the amount of
regulatory costs recovered by the
government. Further. if the full fee Is
required as a prerequisite to processing
certification requests .EPA ensures that
it would recover the cost of processing
from unsuccessful applicants without
the need for further collection efforts. It
Is EPA's view that this Is consistent with
Congressional intent to impose fees for
the cost of processing certification

requests, regardless of the ultimate
disposition of the request by EPA.

2. Fee Refund
Instances may occur in which an

applicant submits a filing form with the
appropriate fee. has an engine-system
combination undergo the certification
process. but then fails to receive a
signed certificate. In this situation, the
Agency would still have incurred those
costs associated with processing the
certification request and would be
entitled to recover such costs . However .
absent a certificate, the engine-system
combination would not be subject to the
final level of certification. end SEA and
in-use compliance. Further, the
incremental cost of the final level of
certification would not be incurred and
should also be refunded. Therefore.
where a certificate is not issued, the
applicant would be eligible to receive,
upon request, a refund of that portion of
the fee attributable to the final level of
certification, and SEA and in-use
compliance . Refunds would be the
percentage of the fee paid attributable to
the final level of certification. SEA and
in-use compliance . The percentage of
the fee to be refunded for each
certification request type would be as
follows :

Where a refund isshown as 0% in the
above table, it to due to the fact that no
costs era incurred by EPA for the
refundable portion (e .g. SEA and recall)
of the fee. Therefore, as detailed in the
cost analysis, a refund would not be
appropriate.
3. Deposit ofFees: Special and General
Treasury Funds

All fees which are collected would be
deposited in the United States Treasury.
Specifically, in accordance with section
217(b) of the CAA. all fees which are
collected far services specified in
section 217(a) of the CAA "shall be
deposited in a special fund in the United
States Treasnri." This "special" fund
would.ba used to carry out the programs
for which the fee is collected . Fees for
services which are imposed solely
pursuant" the IOAA, such as fuel
economy labeling, would be deposited

vawmys a aayrrbM
to be returMM

cartmeasos rspuam
Fsdnat Caworrse
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in the General Treasury Fund For the
LDV/LDT certification request type, this
would mean that 19.6% 10 of each LDV/
LDT fee collected would be deposited in
the General Treasury Fund The HD and
MC certification request types do not
involve fuel economy costs and as such
the entire fee for these types would go
into the special Treasury fund,
G Implementation Schedule

It is EPA's intent that the Final Rule
on fees be published in October 1991,
with the rule being effective and fees
being collected beginning late in
calendar year 1991 for certification of all
vehicle and engine Model Years (MYs)
1993 and beyond . EPA recognizes that
the final rule may not become effective
until after some manufacturers have
submitted certification requests for
MY93 . Further . some applicants may
attempt to avoid payment of the
appropriate fee by submitting
incomplete applications prior to the time
the final rile becomes effective . In these
instances. applicants would be billed
subsequent to submitting the
certification request and would be
expected to pay the fee prior to
receiving a signed certificate .
Should the Final Rule be delayed until

January 1. 1992. or later, manufacturers
would not be required to pay a fee for
MY93 certificates issued prior to the
date the Final Rule becomes effective .
H. Fee Phase-In
EPA proposes to phase in . over two

years, recovery of the total cost
associated with the MVECP. This phase.
in would allow industry a period to plan
and budget for the payment of fees. The
amount of the total fee recovered in
each of the first two years of the fee
program would be as follows ;
MY93-50%
MY94-100%
I. Waiveror Adjustment ofFees
EPA believes that a liberal waiver

policy would violate the very premise
underlying section 217 of the CAA: to
reimburse the government for the
specific regulatory services provided to
an applicant . However. EPA recognizes
that there may be instances in which an
applicant is unable to pay the full fee
due to the severe economic hardship
such payment would impose. Therefore.
EPA is proposing a three part test which,
if met would qualify an applicant fora
waiver of a certification fee.

' "11m percentage of LDV/tZr costs attributable
to fuel economy la akdated by removingtha fuel
economy coem shown in the cost study has the
totalLDV/LDT costs.

To obtain a waiver. an applicant
would need to demonstrate that;

1 . The certificate is to be used for sale
of vehicles or engines within the U.S. ;
2 . The worldwide aggregate sales for

all vehicles and engines produced by the
applicant including all affiliates (as
described in 40 CFR 66.o9Z-14(b)(2)(i)-
(iv)), were less than 10.000 units for the
most recent MY for which sales data is
available preceding the MY year for
which certification is requested . If the
applicant's first year of operation is the
same as the year for which certification
is requested . projected aggregate sales
would be accepted in lieu of actual
sales ; and
3 . The full fee for a certification

request for a MY exceeds 1% of the
retail sales value of all vehicles or,
where applicable. all engines covered by
that certificate. The retail sales value
would be based on projected sales of all
vehicles under a certificate . including
vehicles modified under the
modification and test option in 40 CFR
85.1509. The applicant would be
expected to demonstrate the basis of its
claimed projected sales through various
factors, such as prior actual sales and
previous waiver requests .
Request for a waiver would be

submitted to EPA prior to the
certification request The applicant
would have the burden of providing all
documentation which would be
necessary for EPA to verify that the
three requirements were satisfied As
stated by the D.C. Circuit ;
The applicant for waiver must articulate a

specific pleading. and adduce concrete
support preferably documentary. ,1

If sufficient documentation is
presented and a waivergranted the fee
to be paid by the applicant would ba I%
of the retail sales value of the vehicles
to be covered by the certification
request for the relevant MY. The fee
paid would be based on projected sales
for the MY for which certification is
requested However, is no casewould
the fee beless than 25% of the fail fee
required for the applicable certification
request type . EPA believes that the 25%
minimum payment requirement is small
enough so that it does not impose an
undue economic hardship on small
manufacturere, but is significant enough
to prevent taxpayers from subsidizing
an inappropriate portion of the costs
incurred by small manufacturers.
Similarly. EPA does not believe that a
waiver based on 1% of the retail sales
value would impose an adverse

r United Cot Aps LineCo. v.PedsrdEnergy
RegulatoryCammn. 707 F .rd 1507.1a111DZ Gr.
19611 .

^0237

economic impact on small
manufacturers.

For vehicles imported under an ICI
certificate. the retail sales value would
be based on a vehicle's average retail
value listed in the National Automobile
Dealer's Association (NADA) price
guide . By using the NADA price guide to
establish a vehicle's retail sales value,
EPA ensures uniformity and fairness in
charging fees . Further . it avoids
problems associated with abuse, such as
falsification of entry documents. in
particular, sales receipts. Where the
NADA price guide does not provide the
retail value of a vehicle. the applicant
for waiver must demonstrate, to the
satisfaction of the Administrator, the
actual market value of the vehicle in the
United States at the time of final
importation.
Applicants that are granted a waiver

and subsequently fail to receive a
certificate pursuant to that request
would be eligible to receive a partial
refund The refund would be the same
percent as that allowed for
manufacturers which pay the full fee
(see previous Fee Refund section) .
EPA recognizes that it would be

inequitable to have applicants who pay
the full fee subsidize the regulatory
costs of those applicants granted a
partial waiver. Therefore. such costs
would be covered by the government.

J. Fee Updating Procedure
EPA's intent is to charge fees which

continue to reasonably reflect the cost
of providing certification services. This
would require adjustments in the fee
schedule which reflect changes in the
level of services. as well an operating
costs. Therefore. EPA proposes to make
adjustments to the fee schedule through
two updating procedures .
First to reflect changes in operating

costs. fees would be adjusted
automatically every year by the same
percentage asthe percent change in the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) . When
automatic adjustments are made. based
on the CPL the new fee schedule would
be published in the Federal Register as a
final rule to become effective 30 days or
more after publication, as specified in
the Rule.
Second the fee schedule would be

revisited approximately every two years
to determine whether it accurately
reflects the (1J level of EPA's motor
vehicle and engine compliance activities
being provided at the time ofreview, (2)
costs of conducting the MVECP. and (3)
number ofcertification requests.
Changes would be made in the fee
schedule accordingly. When changes are
made based on such periodic reviews .
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the changes would be sobpeet to public
, mment.

Options Considered
EPA has considered but is not

proposing, several alternatives to the
proposed fee system. Comments on
these alternatives are requested.
A. Alternatives to Cerly9cadon Request
as BasisforFee
EPA considered several alternatives

to charging a fee by certification
request. One alternative would be to
charge according to the aggregate
number of vehicles and engines
produced for sale in the U.S. by all
manufacturers in a MY. This would
involve dividing the total cost ofthe
MVECP by the aggregate number of
vehicles and engines produced for sale
in the U.S. In other words, the total
amount recoverable by EPA would be
distributed evenly among the number of
vehicles or engines covered by
certificates .
A variation of the above alternative

would he to divide the cost of the
MVECP by certification request type .
The resulting amount would then be
divided equally among the total number
of vehicles and engines produced under
each certification request type.
The . roposed fee schedule and both

riltemativi fee schedules would recover
Ehe government's costs equally.
However, EPA's costs are based on
certification requests. not units sold
under those requests. Thus. a fee per
unit said, whether by overall production
or production within certification
request type. does not accurately reflect
the cost to EPA of providing sertfcee
associated with the MVECR In addition.
both alternatives would result fn Imp
manufacturers paying a disproportionate
amount of reimbursable costs, while
smallermanufacturers would obtain
certification services for a fee far Less
than the cost incurred by EPA.
A third alternative would be to charge

a fee for each sub-event which is a part
of the MVECP (e.g. each cosOrmsMry
test. date entry request, net,} Tble
alternative would require matnesinhng
an extensive tracking nearhmism
throughout the entire process. EPA
believes that such a tracking mechanism
would increase administrative costs,
thereby resulthng in Increased fees to
manufacturers. Further, ander this
alternative, fees omM not be collected
until it had been determined which sots.
events epplied to an applicant. This
would result Is substantial delays in the
MVECP since a signed arufleatewould
not be issued until sock a deter>saadoa
was made, a charge was sabmtted to
the applicant, and payment was

received by EPA. Therefore. categorizing
EPA services at a sub-event level floor
than the certification request event is
impractical.
B. HigherFeesfor Large or Combined
Famihse
EPA considered requiring additional

fees for large or combined families
under the theory that these might cause
EPA to incur greater MVECP costs.
However, presently, this would not
significantly affect the fee proposed for
each certification request type. If
warranted this issue would be
addressed in future revisions to the fee
schedule .
C. Additional Feesfor Extra Certificates
for Revised Engine-System
Combinations
A separate fee could be charged for

each LDV/LDTevaporative emission
family certification request. A separate
fee would be assessed for each engine-
system combination as well as each
evaporative emission family .
However. EPA costs for evaporative

certification can be grouped together
with certification . fuel economy, SEA.
and in-use compliance costs within each
certification request type. Further,
combining the fee minimizes
administrative costs. keeps the fee
structure simple . end maintains a
reasonable method of assessing the fee .
Also, separate fees for evaporative
certificationwould increase the
administrative costs to EPA and thus.
the total fees assessed to industry.

Similarly, each running change or
certificate revision, or an additional
certificate Issued fora change is the
averaging family emission limit MM},
does not resift in Is Ofcant additional
EPA costs. Thus, then costs were
combined with the costs for an mire-
system combination certification request
to mlalmzeEPA's administrative
burden.
A Fbe forSinned Certificates Only
EPA conshlered charging it fee for

each signed certificate. This would be a
convenient nothod of assessing IYe
ptopeeed fee. How"". sWHIum cosh
arise trop am* artificetion tegaesl.
regardless ofwhether it -a olle hero
signed cer"floate. By charging a fee
based on signed on

	

teaonly, such
coats wwad not be rxavared. and then
manufactmnsraeehiss a certificate
would be sabsidhhts ourtillatioa
activities of other marralitclarere not
receiving a arUfirale.
& SeparateFee forFuelBcoaamy

a to
fesEPA

considered
y

	

sprogram costs. EFA

believes this alternative preaenw so
advantages and would result in bfglw
fees to manufacturers. When a
certification request is received try EPA.
certification and fuel economy activities
are initiated In the ceridlcatfon process.
these activities are intertwined.
Bifurcation of these activities would
increase EPA's administrative burden
and, thereby, increase the fee charged
manufacturers .
V . Economic Impact
A. Cost toIndustry
The proposed rule would not have a

significant impact on the majority of
vehicle and engine manufacturers . The
cost to industry would be a relatively
small value per unit manufactured for
most engine-system combinations.
EPA expects to collect about 5 to 15

million dollars annually. This averages
out to approximately one dollar per
vehicle or engine sold annually .
However, for engine-system
combination@ with low annual sales
volume, the cost per unit could be
higher. To remove the possibility of
serious financial harm on companies
producing only low sales volume
designs, the proposed regulations
include a waiver provision which is
based solely on economic hardship. This
provision should &IIeviate concerns
about undnaeconomic hardship on
small volume manufacturers and ICIs
which could result from payment of the
full fee required to obtain a certificate.
B. Cost to the Covermnent
The cost to the government would be

the extra cost ofadministerius the fee
program and occaaicsil revision of
these regrdadonaThe administration
costs would be recovered as part of the
fee.
VL Public Participation
A. Comments and the PublicDocket
EPA rquests comments oa any aspect

of this proposed ruiemakbtg. Persons
making comnantsare especially
encouregad to provide suggestions for
modification of my aspects of the
proposal mat they find objectionable.
Ali comments should be directed to the
Air Docket. Docket No. A411-15 (see

parsons with commef containing
prep"erlt inioruatfon mast disfinsuish
such irdaasttos iron o&W easements
to the greatest pass" sonentand label
it as "Confidential Business
Information ." To ensure that proprietary
infasatioaisnot inadverimaly plated
in thedockf wtsdaotasr oosWaias
such information should be=: :
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to the contact person listed above and
not to the public docket If a person
making comments wants EPA to base
the final rule in part on a submission
labeled as confidential business
information. then a non-confidential
version of the document which
summarizes the key data or information
should be placed in the public docket.
Information covered by a claim of
confidentiality will be disclosed by EPA
only to the extent allowed and by the
procedures set forth in 40 CFR part 2. If
no claim of confidentiality accompanies
the submission when it is received by
EPA. it may be made available to the
public without further notice to the
person making comments .
B. Public Participation
Any person desiring to present

testimony regarding this proposal at the
public hearing (see "Dates") should if
possible, notify the contact person listed
above of such intent at least seven days
prior to the opening day of the hearing.
The contact person should also be given
an estimate of the time required for the
presentation of the testimony and
notification of any need for audio/visual
equipment. A sign-up sheet will be
available at the registration table the
morning of the hearing for scheduling
testimony for those who have not
notified the contact person. This
testimony will be scheduled on a first
come, first serve basis to follow the
previously scheduled testimony .
EPA suggests that approximately 50

copies of the statement or material to be
presented be brought to the hearing for
distribution to the audience . In addition.
EPA would find it helpful to receive an
advance copy of any statement or
material to be presented at the hearing
at least one week before the scheduled
hearing date . in order to give EPA staff
adequate time to review such material
before the hearing. Such advance copies
should be submitted to the contact
person listed previously.
The official records of the hearing will

be kept open for 30 days following the
hearing to allow submission of rebuttal
end supplementary testimony . Ali such
submittals should be directed to the Air
Docket . Docket No . A-91-15 (see
"ADDRESSES") .
Mr. Richard D. Wilson Director of the

Office of Mobile Sources, is hereby
designated Presiding Officer of the
hearing. The hearing will be conducted
informally and technical rules of
evidence will not apply. A written
transcript of the hearing will be placed
in the above docket for review . Anyone
desiring to purchase a copy of the
transcript should make individual

arrangements with the court reporter
recording the proceeding .
VD . Other Statutory Requirements
A. Executive Outer 12291
Under Executive Order 12291. EPA

must judge whether a regulation is
"major" and therefore, subject to the
requirement that a Regulatory Impact
Analysis (RIA) be prepared . The Agency
has determined that this regulation is
not "major" because it does not meet
any of the criteria set forth and defined
in section 1(b) of the Order. In fact, this
proposal is concerned with
recompensation to the govermnent of e
portion of the benefits received by
private parties.
Also. in accordance with E.O . 12291.

the proposed rule was submitted to the
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) for review. Any written
comments from OMB and any EPA
response to those comments are in the
public docket for this rulemakfng.
B. Paperwork Reduction Act
The information collection

requirements in this proposed rule have
been submitted for approval to the
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) under the Paperwork Reduction
Act, 44 U.S.C . 3501 et seq. An
Information Collection Request
document has been prepared by EPA
(ICR No. 2060-0104) and a copy may be
obtained from Sandy Farmer.
information Policy Branch : EPA; 401 M
St., SW. (PM-223Y) ; Washington. DC
20460 or by calling (202) 3112-9,740.
Public reporting burden for this

collection request is estimated to vary
from 5 to 30 minutes per response with
an average of 24 minutes per response,
including time for reviewing
instructions, searching existing data
sources . gathering and maintaining the
data needed and completing the
collection of information
Send comments regarding the burden

estimate or any other aspect of this
collection of information including
suggestions for reducing this burden to
Chief. Information Policy Branch ; EPA.
401 M St ., SW. (PIN-223Y); Washington
DC 20490; and to the Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs.
Office of Management and Budget .
Washington . DC 20503. marked
"Attention: Desk Officer for EPA." The
final Rule will respond to any OMB or
public comments on the information
collllectior requirements contained in this
proposal .
C. Regulatory FlexibilityAct
The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1960

requires federal agencies to identify

potentially adverse impacts of federal
regulations upon small entities . In
instances where significant impacts are
possible on a substantial number of
these entities, agencies are required to
perform a Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis (RFA) . EPA has determined
that the regulations proposed today
would not have a significant impact on a
substantial number of small entities .
This regulation would affect
manufacturers of motor vehicles and
motor vehicle engines, a group which
does not contain a substantial number
of small entities .

in the case of small manufacturers or
ICIs, the proposed regulation includes a
waiver provision. In cases of economic
hardship, this waiver provision would
reduce the fee imposed based on the
number of vehicles or engines covered
by a certificate of conformity. This
inclusion should alleviate the concerns
about impacts on smell business as
expressed in the Regulatory Flexibility
Act .

Therefore, as required under section
605 of the Regulatory Flexibility Act. 5
U.S.C . t101 et seq. 1 certify that this
regulation does not have a significant
impact on a substantial number of small
entities.
Wt of Subjects in 4o CFR Part 86

Administrative practice and
procedure. Air pollution control. Motor
vehicles, Motor vehicle pollution,
Gasoline . Diesel. Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements. Fees .
Dated. June 0,1991 .

William K. Redly .
Administrator.

Therefore, it is proposed that 40 CFR
part Be be amended as set forth below:

PART e6-(AMENDED]

30239

1 . The authority citation for part 66 is
revised to read as follows:

Authority- Sera. 202 203. 205. 205. 707. 208.
215. 215. 217, and 301 of the Clean Air Act . a s
amended (42 U.S.C. 7521. 75727524.75Z5.
7541.7%L 7549. 7550 . 7552 7545 and 7601);
and Sea 9701 ofthe Independent Offices
Appropriations Act (31 U.S.C. 97M) .

2. Subpart J is added to part 86 to read
as follows:
Subpart J-Fsss for the Motor Vehicle and
Eodna Compliance Progress
sea
ae.9m-93 Abbreviations.
aasm-9s Definitions.
se.903-93 Applicability.
asao4-93 Section numbering com:ructi3n .
86.905-03 Purpose.
se,go6-03 MVEPC certification request

a9.9o7-93 Fee amounts.



sew
se goe43 Wafvws Bed [efeOde.
at.Me-st Payment.
04043 Deficiencies.
MM105 Adbrtmaet offees.

Subpart J- Fees forthe Motes Yetdete
and Engine Compliance Proprsa
§ 06.901-93 Abbreviations.
The abbreviations in this section

apply to this subpart and have the
following meanings:
CAFF--Corporate Average Prel Economy
Cal--Caatamia
CPI-Consumer Price Index
FSi-Eagne System Information
Fed-Federal
1mE-Heavyduty engine
HDV-Heavy-duty vehicle
ICI-Independent Commercial Importer
LDV-Light-duty vehicle
CDT--Leght-daty truck
MC-Motorcyde
MVEPC-Moor VehWe and Engine
Compliance Program

MY-Model Year
OENf-Original equipment manufacturer

Fadtwl Re*be / VOL se, ft M ! Matdq, my y. low ! Ptorosteti man

§ 66.962-" Def4deerra
California-only certificate is a

certificate of conformity issued by EPA
which only afgnifies compliance with the
emission standards established by
California.
Cernficatwnrequest means a

manufacturer's request for certification
idenced by the submission of

~application for certification . ESI data
sheet. or la Carry-Over data sheet.
Engine-system combination as

defined In 40 CPR e6.082-Z, means an
engine family-exhaust emission control
system combination.

Federal certificate is a certificate of
conformity issued by EPA which
signifies compliance with easission
standards in 40 CFR part 86 subpart A.
Fueleconomy basicengina creme a

unique combination of manufacturer.
engine displacement number of
cylinders, fuel system. catalyst usage,
and other characteristics specified by
the Administrator.
Signed means a certification request

which resultsm a signed cerdficata of
conformity.

Unsigned means a certification
request which does not result b2. a signed
certificate of conformity because It is
either voluntarily withdrawn by the
manufacturer or does not receive
approval from the EPA.
196.903-93 Applicability.

This subpart prescribes fees fn be
charged for the MVECP for 1903 and
later model years . The fees charged wig
apply to all manufacbaars' and JCW

Vs. LDTs. HDVa. HDEs. and MCs.
Ching in this subpart shag be

construed to limit the Admisslstraer's
authority to require tatintUctma or
confirmatory testng as provided In the
Act, including authority to require,
manufacturer in-use testing as provided
in section 206 .

1 06.904-0o wefts rwmberiw
conslrueoea.

(al The MY ofinitial applicability Is
indicated by the section number. The
two digits following the hyphen
designate the first MY for which a
section is effective . A section remains
effective until superseded.
Example: Section 1&901-W applies to the

1993 and subsequent MYs wail superseded. If
section 8&901-96 is promulgated, it would
take offset beginning with the 190sMY:
section SUM= would apply to model years
19M through 298L

(b) A section reference without a MY
suffix refers b the seaooe applicable for
the epproprietebf.

111 $4.905-93 Pupoes.
The MVECP includes all compliance.

enforcement and related activities
performed by EPA which are associated
with certificatiom fuel economy,
Selective Enforcement Auditing (SEAL
and hi-se compliance programs. The
fee will recover those compliance,
investigation end review costs which
the EPA Incura in provfdfng vehicle and
engine manufacturers or IQs with
certificates ofconformity, fuel economy
labels. CAPE calceladone, and la
review necessaryto market vehicles in
the United States and to meet
requirements otherwise lorposed by
statute.

I esms,-" IwEPccoresca"D "Rum
type&
Ceitifidnlen requests are grouped into

three types ceeresposdhg tothe tines
major divisions of regulated mobile
sources : LDVs/LVrn EtDVg/MEs: and
MG.

JIU07-U Faeaatonatla
The fee fareach certification request

type 2.r

LDV/CDT:
Fee Sgrod-
csi .evr Slope
Fed UnsiOrsd
uwpad-

HOE/NIN.
Fed 9ipn_d
Fed UUwigrrd

(73,731
4127
2,100

2.110,

104966-03 Waiversand Mean"
(al Regexatfor Waiver. The

Administrator may waive part of any
fee imposed by 186.!107 of this subpart

(1) A waiverwill be granted to an
applicant if the Admhtiatrator
determines than

(f) The certificate is to be used for sale
ofvehicles orengines within the tinted
states:

(if) The applicant's worldwide Bales
for all vehicles and engines produced by
the applicant. including all affiliates (as
described in 40 CFR 66A92-14(b](Z) (1)
through (iv)), was less than 10.000 units
for the most recent MY fns which sales
data is available preceding the MY for
which certification is requested: and

(fill The full fee for a certification
request for a MY exceeds 1'R of the
projected retail sales price of all
vehicles covered by that certificate.

(2) The request for waivermust be
submitted prim b the payment of any
fee and shall Include evidence. such as
prior actual salsa and previous waiver
requests, clearly showing that the
applicant satisfies the dim waiver
criteria.

(3) if a waiver Is granted the fee to be
paid by the applicant shaft be la of the
projected retail sales pike of the
vehicles ormtSioes b be covered by the
certification request

(4) Any redaction ha the fee which is
granted as a resultof a waiver shag not
exceed n% ofthe full fee forthe
applicable certification regeest type.

(5Mt) EPA or its designee well analyse
each waiverrequest to determine
whether the applicant bas met the
standards fore waiver and tben will
notify the applicant ofIts grant m
denial.

(it) If the request is denied the
appficone will have 30 days from the
date ofnotification of the denial to
submit the appropriste fee to EPA or
appeal the denial.

(b) Requertformferrd The
Administrator mayrefund a specified
part of any fee

	

by

	

M.907 of
thissubpart iftheeaapaplliicantifalls so
obtain a signed cartiflcate, and requests
a refund .

AN 66PROM r

W tte3 MY two 2..a
woo

o«ar %raft 1 2.145
MCC
Fed 9tarwd-- 40 1140

420 so
Fed 8 stn

Unei?isd-i 420 e40
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(1) That portion of the total fee to be
refunded would be as follows :

FeEwel camanironly
jpwceno iparcen0

LDVILOT. . .... ...
.
....

	

90.8 I

	

75 .0
HOE:HOV .. ..... . . ... 83.0

	

0
-Hvaaorahn I
onp . . .. . . ... . . ...-.. . ;

	

0

	

0
~uc... . . . . . . ... . ... . .... . . .~

	

o

	

0

(2) A request for a waiver or refund of
part of a fee shall be submitted in
writing by the applicant to the
Environmental Protection Agency,
Motor Vehicle and Engine Compliance
Program. Certification Division. 2565
Plymouth Road. Ann Arbor. Ml 48105.

186.902-93 Payment
(a) All fees required by this section

shall be paid by money order . bank
draft. certified check. or corporate
check . payable in U.S . dollars to the
order of the Environmental Protection
Agency .

(b) All fees shall be forwarded with
the Fee Filing Form to the

Environmental Protection Agency to the
address designated on the Fee Filing
Form.

(c) An application for which a partial
waiver of the fee has been requested
will not be accepted for processing until
the appropriate fee has been determined
and the balance waived or. if the waiver
has been denied, the proper fee is
submitted after notice of denial .
;83.21"3 DeeelencW&

(a) Any filing pursuant,to 386.909 of
this subpart that is not accompanied by
the appropriate filing fee is deficient .

(b) The Administrator will inform any.
person who submits a deficient filing
that:

(I) Such filing will be rejected and the
amount paid refunded unless the
appropriate fee is submitted within a
specified time;

(2) EPA will not process any fling that
is deficient under this section : and

(3) The date of filing will be deemed
the date on which EPA receives the
appropriate fee .

4 60.911-93 AdhyCMnts of fees.

30241

(a) The fee schedule will be changed
annually by the same percentage as the
percent change in the Consumer Price
Index (CPI) for all when consumers .

(b) This annual change will occur
within 60 days following release of the
final estimates of the annual average for
the CPI for all urban consumers by the
Department of Labor .

(c) MVECP costs and fees will
periodically be reviewed and changes
will be made to the schedule aj
necessary.

(d) When automatic adj istr;enti are
made. based on the CPI. the new fee will
be published in the Federal Register as a
final rule to become effective :0 days or
more after publication, as specified in
the Rule.

(e) When changes are made based on
periodic reviews, the changes will be
subject to public comment .
(FR Doc 91-14956 Filed 6-28-91 . 8:45 nml
BYLiq Coos sass-s"


